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SPRING EMPIOONAX FLYCATCHER PROJECT 
By Ralph K. Bell 

Here is a tip that some handers might like to try this spring with 
empidonax flycatchers (where identity is uncertain). If the day is 
bright and sunny and birds are singing everywhere -- try putting single 
flycatchers in a cage for perhaps an hour or two (outdoors) to see if 
they will sing. If they do sing, there will be no question of identity, 

I have had both the Traill's and the Acadian flycatcher give their 
call notes fro m cages. I much prefer to put them in the Seth I.ow All
purpose Trap where they can fly from perch to perch, drink water, or 
even catch flies. 

Ho\•1ever, I once had a Traill' s give hi s ''whi t-chu" call many• many 
times from a single cell cage in our car with the radio going full blast 
(perhaps some musical notes gave him the idea to sing.) 

After putting the flycatcher into the all-purpose trap, leave for 
a time, and then sli p back quietly and listen from a distance. Take 
measurements and keep a file on all birds heard sin ging for future 
reference. 

In the sprin g, in this area, most Traill's seem to have a darker 
head than the back, but I cannot always depend on this. The Yellow
bellied is not such a problem. Neither is the Least, as it has a look 
all of its own (to me) and of course is smaller. 

An excellent reference to help identify eastern empidonax fiycatche~a 
in the fall was published in August 1959 by Chan Robbins. 

FINDING A FOOTPA'ffi IN A FOREST OF FIGURES 
A Beginner• s Guide to Interpreting NU111erical Data 

By Emil J • Berger, Jr. 

Wbeil conf ronted id th a mass of data from a publishe d article, or 
ir olm reco rds, many banders ut ter sighs of desperati on and wonder: ::t do all th ese numbers tell me? 

The object of this discussion is to shed some light on the basics 
o! data interpretation. 
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Let•s assume that over a period of ti.roe you have banded 64 Carolina 
b:ickadees 1 and have care full y measured and rec orded the length of the 
~ on each hi.rd. You have al.so banded and measured the tails of 39 
blacl c..capped cbickadeeso ( The data I sh all be using is taken f rom EBBA. 
Wortcshop Manualo Vol. II. ) 

About now you be gin to suspe ct that the tail leng th~ be a means 
of diffe~nti.atin g between these species when the deci s'~on is di£ ficult, 
so 1nterp~tation is called for. 

The first step is organizing the data for examination. A tally 
sheet is convenient for this. Arrange the tail lengths in a vertical 
column and tally the number of times each particular length WdS recorded 
to the right of the length value. Round off the lengths to the neare st 
whole mill.illleter. 

Now, it appears that you MAY be on the track of something significant. 
The clusters of measurements for the two species are in different 
locations on the length scale. 

The next thing you want to know is the average value for each group 
of measurements. Average is synonymous with mean in this case. Let 1s 
do the black-caps first. 

Refer to the computation sheeto 

Column 1 repeats a tabulation of the rounded-off tail length values. 

Column 2 is labeled "N". This is an abbreviation for the number of 
individuals with each part.d.cular rounded-off tail length, obtained from 
the tally sheet. 

Column 3 is headed 11Coded Length L". It is possible to make these 
calcul ati on;3 using the true length (for ,exampl es-59 nnn.), but far easier 
to convert the true l ength to a coded le ngth . All this requires is 
Cal.ling the lo .rest measurement 1 , the ne xt. hig her 2, the next higher 3, 
and so forth, so long as the intervals are equal. 



1 2 3 

MM N L 

.57 2 1 

.58 0 2 

.59 7 3 
60 10 4 
61 .5 .5 
62 2 6 
63 8 7 
64 3 8 
6.5 2 9 

TOTAL 
39 

48 1 1 
49 1 2 
.50 5 3 
51 7 4 
52 8 .5 
53 9 6 
::Jl. 15 7 
55 9 8 
56 7 9 
.57 1 10 
:J3 1 11 

T\)Ti'L 
64 
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~ ... CAPPED CHICKADEE CCM.PUTATIONS 

4 .5 6 7 TotaJ.~Nn.) _ 198 _ 
L average= Total N) - 39 - 5 

Nn. D r} NxD2 Round off to .5 so actual ave rage 
length is 61 ~• --

2 4 16 32 
0 3 9 0 Std. Deviation= 

21 2 4 28 
40 1 1 10 
25 0 0 0 

S. D. = ~ = '\J"4.2 = 2.1 !TQlj 
12 1 1 2 ====-
56 2 4 32 
24 3 9 27 
18 4 16 32 

TOTAL TOTAL 
198 163 

CAROLINA CHICKADEE COMPUTATIONS 

l 5 25 25 
401 - 6 3 2 4 16 16 L average= --m - • 

15 J 9 45 
28 2 4 28 
40 1 1 8 Round off to 6 so actual averaat. 

54 0 0 0 length is .il !!!!!!.• 
1 15 --10.5 1 

72 2 2 18 
S. D. = '{I~-.'{z:9 = ~•~ 

63 3 3 21 
10 4 4 4 
11 5 5 .5 

TOTlu.. TOTAL 

401 1e5 
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A:.f'ter we have the lengths coded, we move to Column 4 0 (N x L). This 
is an abbreviation for "Nmnberl (Column 2) multiplied by 11Coded 

~t]lll (Colll!llll J). 

In o:rder to find the average tail length, we ldll divide the total 

(
N ,: L) that is, the sum of all the (N x L) values in Colunn 4, by the 
tal (N) , that is, the sum of all the (N) values in Column 2. or 

~tten in arl,.th:netieal fo:au-

1 average = Total ~N x L) = 198 = 5 1 
Total N) 39 • • 

Rounding this off gives the average coded length of 5. 

This corresponds to an average actual length of 61 mm. 

Exactl.Y the same procedure is followed for the Carolina chickadee 
aata, yielding the average actual length of 53 mm. 

A g:i;-aph is a conveni ent wa:y of showing the relationship betwee n 

1118a.sura,l:il.e phenomena. For instance, a car going 50 miles per hour goes 
50 miles in one hour, 100 miles in two hours . and 1.50 miles in thre e 
hours• See Figure l. 

In many, but not all, cases, measureruents of similar items, il 
plotted so as to show the nmn.ber of tim es a particular value occurs in 
the gJl'Oup af items measured, will. lie along a curve having the general 
shape of a bell. This curve is lmown as the nonnal, or Gaussian curve. 
See Figure 2. The peak of the curve is at the average measurement. The 
larger the number of individual measurements ( sample size), the more 
accurately the average of the sample represents the average value for 
~ measurements (population), and the more closely the curve represents 
the distrtbution of all measurements of this item. 

Our nonnal curve can now supply us with ad.di tional infonnation. 
b most useful tidbit is called the standard deviation. 

€13.1%, of the tails measured will be found between one standard 
de~ation greater than the average, and one standaro deviation less than 
the a~~eo The interval of average pl us or minus 2 standaro deviation s 
:will contain 95.5<1, of the measurements. Petween plus or minus 3 standaro 
deuations about. the average 0 99.7i of the measurements will lie. Thus 
the standaJ:'(l. deviation gives us a number which immediately tells us the 
lilllj.-b:i between which we may e:xpect to find ~ of the measurements, 
11hile still allowing for the possibility of a genuine, correct, but quite 
:ll'lUSUaJ. measurement. 

Returning to our c0111putation sheets, we refer again to our black
O§pped chickadee data and Column 5. We calculate "D". This is shorthand 
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notation fo r 110eviat.ion• 0 and dev.l ation is simply the difference betWe 
the part.i.cul.ar length and the aver age length. Therefore, the deviati, el'i 
for the average length of 61 nnn. i s zero. on 

Column 6 says 11D211
0 which is algebraic notation for 11D" nmltipUed 

by itself, or (D x D). 

With Colmnn 6 completed, we now multi.ply each number in it by the 
corres~nding value for "N11 in Col1ll!lll 2, giving us Column 7, labeled 
(N x D ). 

Our next step is adding all of the values in Col1Ill!l1 7 to obtain the 
value for total (N x n2) of 163. 

The standaro deviation may now be obtained by taking the square 
root of the number obtained when the total (N x D~) value from Column 7 
is divided by the total (N) value from Col1Jilllll 2. 

Undoubte dly, taking the square root is the most difficult arithmet ~c 
ope ration in this entire computation. Fortunately , it is also the last 
ari. thmetic operati.ono &]_uare root is denoted by the algebraic symbol 

The square root of a number is simply that number which, when 
multiplied by itself, gives the original number. For instance, 2 x 2 = 
so 2 is the square root of 4o Again 3 x 3 = 9, so 3 is the square root 
9. The square root of 5 is about 2.a 24 ( rounde d off) • 

If ;you lack the necessary knowledge to calculate square roots 0 refer 
to bibliography reference A for a handbook containing very good tables 
of square rootso 

Our set of data for black-caps gives a standaro deviation for tail 
lengths of 2.1 mm. For Carolinas we get a standaro deviation of 1.2 mm. 

Go~ back to our definition for standaro deviation, we can now say 
that 95o5% of black-caps tails lrl.ll lie at 61 llllD.• plus or minus 2 x 2.l 
In other woros, 95.'JI, will be between 56.8 and 65.2 mm. long. Simil arly, 
we say that 95o5'f> of Carolina's tails will be at 53 lllll\e plus or minus 
2 :x: lo7 mm.0 tha t i1:1, they will be between 4906 and ,56.1.i, mm. l ong. See 
Figure 3. 

The temptation now is to say with authority that chickadees with 
tails longer than 56.6 mm. are black-caps, and chickadees with tails 
shorter than 56.6 nnn. are Carolinas. However, the hardest part of the 
analysis has arri.vedo It is now mandatory to ~. How good is your 

A:re the differences in length really due to species, or are they 
caused by other factors such as wear due to feather age, or perhaps age 
of the bird? Are they due to difference in banding locations? Are 
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bi.J).ati ons of these measurements with other measurements a better 
~oatorT Are your samples la11se enough to be representative? And 

SO !Ort.Ji• 

When you have answered all of th e questio ns bro ught to mind by your 
ud3: and still belie ve what these n\llllbers say to you 0 THml' you have ;!urld O your f ootp ath through this forest of figure s. -

A 
,.,.0 r• s Notes ~--

TbiS paper uses actual measurements, but is not to be construed as 
~ other than an example of data manipulation. 
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